
 

                       

7th Grade 
Course Descriptions 

 
 

HISTORY 
 

Academic World History 7 
This course is designed for students to closely examine various countries, cultures and demographics of 

the ancient world.  Students will learn about Mesopotamia, Egypt, Israel, Ancient Greece, Greek 

Mythology, the Roman Empire, Christianity, Islam, Medieval Europe the Renaissance and the 

Reformation.   All students will participate in Greek Day. 

 

Honors World History 7 
In this course, students will expand their knowledge base relative to World History.  They will examine 

various ancient cultures, religions and geographic regions that have shaped the Modern World.  

Students will learn about Mesopotamia, Egypt, Israel, Ancient Greece, Greek Mythology, the Roman 

Empire, Christianity, Islam, Medieval Europe the Renaissance and the Reformation.   All students will 

participate in Greek Day and formal debates. 

 

 

LANGUAGE ARTS 
 

Traditional Language Arts 7 

Description:  The Language Arts block (two periods) provides students with a comprehensive program 

that teaches the Common Core State Standards and helps students become better readers, writers and 

thinkers so they are better prepared for college, careers, and beyond.  The major objective of this course 

is to develop students’ ability to read and understand fiction and nonfiction text and to write, speak, and 

listen as ways of communicating effectively.  This course moves at a slower pace to help developing 

learners find greater success when reading novels, plays, short stories, and poems.  Writing is also a 

strong component in the course using the Collins Writing Program.  Students will write narrative, 

persuasive, and descriptive pieces.  Grammar and editing instruction is integrated into the processes of 

reading and writing.  This course entails student completion of a novel based project/task, per grading 

period. 

 

Traditional Language Arts 7 Units of Study: 

 Essay Writing: Preparation for PSSA timed-writing in all three modes: argumentative, 

 narrative, expository.  Students will use a specific and clear thesis and support it with  

     reasons and textual evidence. 

 Novel Study: Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea by Jules Verne.  PSSA open- 

 ended response, vocabulary, character, theme. 

 Novel Study: The Watsons go to Birmingham – 1963 by Christopher Paul Curtis.  PSSA  

 open-ended response, vocabulary, applying reading strategies, plot elements, and  

 figurative language. 

 Civil Rights Project: Students will research a topic from the Civil Rights timeline, write a  

 summary of their findings and create a website complete with pictures and text to illustrate  

 what they learned. 

 Vocabulary: Vocabulary from Latin and Greek Roots: A Study of Word Families I.  

 

 



 

 

 Community Contribution Project/Speech:  Students will write an informative essay on  

 one thing in which they excel. Then, they will find a person in their community who has  

 become successful in that field.  Students will give a short speech utilizing media to  

 demonstrate what they learned. 

 Short Stories and Plays: Students will read and analyze a collection of short stories and  

 the play, A Christmas Carol. 

 Poetry Unit: Students will analyze a series of poems by professional and student poets.   

 Students will also write their own poetry using form, figurative language, and other poetic  

 devices. 

 Grammar Study: Analysis of proper sentence construction, types of sentence structures,  

 sentence combining, parts of speech, run-on, fragments, agreement, and punctuation. 

 

 

Academic Language Arts 7 

The Language Arts block (two periods) provides students with a comprehensive program that 

 teaches the Common Core State Standards and helps students become better readers, writers, and 

thinkers so they are better prepared for college, careers, and beyond.  The major objective of this course 

is to develop students’ ability to read and understand fiction and nonfiction text and to write, speak, and 

listen as ways of communicating effectively.  This course has students reading novels, plays, short 

stories, and poems.  Writing is also a strong component in the course using the Collins Writing 

Program.  Students will write narrative, argumentative, and informative pieces. Grammar and editing 

instruction is integrated into the processes of reading and writing. This course entails student 

completion of a novel based project/task, per grading period 

 

Academic Language Arts Units of Study: 

 Essay Writing: Preparation for PSSA timed-writing in all three modes: argumentative, 

narrative, expository.  Students will use a specific and clear thesis and support it with 

reasons and textual evidence. 

 Novel Study: They Had a Dream by Jules Archer.  PSSA open-ended response, 

vocabulary, non-fiction analysis. 

 Novel Study: The Watsons go to Birmingham – 1963 by Christopher Paul Curtis.  PSSA 

open-ended response, vocabulary, applying reading strategies, plot elements, and 

figurative language. 

 Civil Rights Project: Students will research a topic from the Civil Rights timeline, write 

a summary of their findings and create a website complete with pictures and text to 

illustrate what they learned. 

 Vocabulary: Vocabulary from Latin and Greek Roots: A Study of Word Families I.  

 Community Contribution Project/Speech:  Students will write an informative essay on 

one thing in which they excel. Then, they will find a person in their community who has 

become successful in that field.  Students will give a short speech utilizing media to 

demonstrate what they learned. 

 Short Stories and Plays: Students will read and analyze a collection of short stories and 

the play, A Christmas Carol. 

 Poetry Unit: Students will analyze a series of poems by professional and student poets.  

Students will also write their own poetry using form, figurative language, and other 

poetic devices. 

 Grammar Study: Analysis of proper sentence construction, types of sentence structures, 

sentence combining, parts of speech, run-on, fragments, agreement, and punctuation. 

 



 

 

Honors Language Arts 7 

The Language Arts block (two periods) provides students with a comprehensive program that teaches 

the Common Core State Standards and helps students become better readers, writers, and thinkers so 

they are better prepared for college, careers, and beyond.  The major objective of this course is to 

develop students’ ability to read and understand fiction and nonfiction text and to write, speak, and 

listen as ways of communicating effectively.  This course moves quickly as students read  novels, 

plays, short stories, and poems.  Writing is also a strong component in the course using the Collins 

Writing Program.  Students will write narrative, persuasive, and descriptive pieces.  Additional 

readings are assigned in the Honors program, some as a class and some independently.  Grammar and 

editing instruction is integrated into the processes of reading and writing.  This course entails student 

completion of a novel based project/task, per grading period 

 

Honors Language Arts Units of Study: 

 Essay Writing: Preparation for PSSA timed-writing in all three modes: argumentative, 

narrative, expository.  Students will use a specific and clear thesis and support it with 

reasons and textual evidence. 

 Novel Study: War of the Worlds by H.G. Wells.  PSSA open-ended response, 

vocabulary, character, theme. 

 Novel Study: The Watsons go to Birmingham – 1963 by Christopher Paul Curtis.  PSSA 

open-ended response, vocabulary, applying reading strategies, plot elements, and 

figurative language. 

 Civil Rights Project: Students will research a topic from the Civil Rights timeline, write 

a summary of their findings and create a website complete with pictures and text to 

illustrate what they learned. 

 Vocabulary: Vocabulary from Latin and Greek Roots: A Study of Word Families I.  

 Community Contribution Project/Speech:  Students will write an informative essay on 

one thing in which they excel. Then, they will find a person in their community who has 

become successful in that field.  Students will give a short speech utilizing media to 

demonstrate what they learned. 

 Short Stories and Plays: Students will read and analyze a collection of short stories and 

the play, A Christmas Carol. 

 Poetry Unit: Students will analyze a series of poems by professional and student poets.  

Students will also write their own poetry using form, figurative language, and other 

poetic devices. 

 Grammar Study: Analysis of proper sentence construction, types of sentence structures, 

sentence combining, parts of speech, run-on, fragments, agreement, and punctuation. 

 

MATHEMATICS 
Math 7 

The course is comprised of a traditional classroom approach towards instruction with exposure to: 

fractions, mixed numbers, decimals, ratios/proportions, percents, algebraic problem solving, geometric 

figures/properties and transformations, Pythagorean Theorem, probability and statistics, volume and 

surface, and linear functions and number systems. 

 

Foundations of Pre-Algebra 7 

The course is comprised of a traditional classroom approach towards instruction with exposure to: 

fractions, mixed numbers, decimals, ratios/proportions, percents, algebraic problem solving, geometric 

figures/properties and transformations, Pythagorean Theorem, probability and statistics, volume and 

surface, and linear functions and number systems. 



 

 

 

Honors Pre-Algebra 7 

The course is comprised of a more intensive approach to instruction related to fractions, mixed 

numbers, decimals, ratios/proportions, percents, algebraic problem solving, geometric 

figures/properties and transformations, Pythagorean Theorem, probability and statistics, volume and 

surface, and linear functions and number systems. 

 

 

SCIENCE 
 

Academic Science 7 

The intent of this course is to address various components of to Astronomy (Planets, Solar System and 

Stars/Galaxies) and Life Structure (Structure and function of cells and genetics), Science fair to include 

introduction of hypothesis testing and reporting results.   

 

Honors Science 7 

In this course, students will expand their awareness of topics related to Astronomy (Planets, Solar 

System and Stars/Galaxies). Students will gain an understanding of Life Structure through the 

examination structure and function of cells and genetics. Students will learn to utilize the scientific 

method, formulate a hypothesis, conduct experiments and learn about controlling variables and 

interpreting data. 

 

SPECIALS / ELECTIVES 

 
Astronomy 7/8 

The semester pass/fail course requires students to use critical thinking to explore the challenges of deep 

space travel and how reality differs from fiction.  Students will plan a mission to Mars with a crew of 4-

6 astronauts of different gender, race and nationality.  Students will research the conditions of deep 

space and Mars.  Using this information, students will design a ship capable of carrying the astronauts 

safely and design a habitat for their six week stay on Mars.  Students will work in small groups and 

present their findings.   

 

Band 7 & 8 

Students enrolled in this graded course meet daily in a full concert band setting. Membership is open to 

all students who have successfully completed a band class in the previous year. This course will be a 

continuation of the technical training started in the beginning classes. Emphasis is placed on the 

attainment of skills necessary to meet high standards of music performance. This group will perform in 

the winter concert in December and the spring concert in May. 

 

Ceramics 7/8 

This semester pass/fail course has been designed to give students a general understanding of ceramics.  

In this semester long course, students will begin with a brief history of ceramics.  This past to present 

look at ceramics will provide students the opportunity to develop their critical inquiry skills relative to 

aesthetics and criticism of the various ceramic pieces presented by the instructor.  Students will learn 

how to correlate the elements and principle of design into their discussions about ceramic art and will 

use these skills for the implementation of developing their own/group projects.  Students will 

understand the difference between functional and artistic ceramics.  Students will look at what it takes 

to have a proper ceramic studio, including set up and organization of tools and equipment, safety  

 



 

 

procedures, as well as different kiln types and operation.  Students will learn the ceramic terminology 

with each lesson.  A sketchbook will be utilized for recording all written aspects of the class such as 

notetaking, brainstorming, compare and contrast, design development, instructions, self-evaluation, etc.  

Throughout the course, students will produce many different forms of ceramic ware.  They will explore 

various construction methods (pinch, coil, and slab). The stages of clay, decoration methods, how to 

repair and replace damages as well as glaze techniques.  Connections between other curricular areas 

may also be explored (Greek ceramics, musical instruments, etc.). 

 

Chorus  

Chorus students will learn to use their vocal instrument to create a correct and pleasant singing sound. 

In addition to learning proper vocal production and technique, students will also learn music reading 

skills, sight-singing skills, listening skills, and performance skills. Chorus also offers opportunities for 

students to develop team building and leadership skills. This is a performance-based class. Participation 

in concert performances outside of regular class hours is required. 

 

Computational Thinking with Robots 7/8 

This semester pass/fail course requires students to utilize their knowledge of number and operations, 

algebraic patterns, relations, functions, measurement, data analysis, probability, unit conversions, 

quantitative relationships, visual and spatial reasoning skills, geometry and various other mathematical 

calculations.  The Calculator controlled robot activities allow students to create programs in TI-BASIC 

to run their robots.  Students will use and apply the noted mathematics and science concepts to direct 

their robots through a variety of challenges. 

 

Creek Connections 7/8 

The semester pass/fail course facilitates and promotes awareness, appreciation, knowledge and 

stewardship of water resources and covers ecological topics not in the general curriculum.  Units 

include Watersheds and Wetlands, Pest Management, Environmental Health, Agriculture and Society. 

 Course entails group work, case studies, lab activities, writing and a culminating student-led project 

within the community. Relevant case studies and problem solutions from Environment and Ecology 

for Pennsylvania will be referenced throughout the course 

 

Digital Media 7 

In society today, digital media is an essential tool used to receive, produce, share, and broadcast 

information worldwide. Today’s students need to know how to use digital media responsibly and 

effectively to share, persuade, and communicate information. The digital media curriculum emphasizes 

digital citizenship, collaboration, problem-solving, and communication to prepare our students to be 

leaders in using digital media and technology. 

 

Game Design 7/8 

This semester online pass/fail course is intended for students who love gaming and want to design and build 

original games from beginning to end. Students will learn how to use Multimedia Fusion 2, a popular game 

design software program, to create engaging, interactive games in a variety of genres. Additionally, students will 

get a solid foundation in the basic concepts of game development. By the end of this course, students will have a 

variety of polished games ready for a game‐development portfolio.  Step‐by‐step instruction guides students 

through various game‐design projects as they learn how to use Multimedia Fusion 2. Each section of the course 

is followed by an assignment that builds upon the skills students learned in that section. In each assignment, 

students will use the skills learned in the step‐by‐step instruction to customize the look and feel of each section’s 

game.  This course must be completed at school.  The School District’s software license for Multimedia 

Fusion 2® only applies to computers on the school campus. 

 



 

 

General Music 7 

7th Grade General Music is based on Silver Burdett's "Making Music" textbook series and aims to 

enhance their understanding and appreciation of the musical world around them. 

 

Geography 7/8 

The semester pass/fail course will address basic geographic concepts (example – U.S. capitals and 

cities, world countries and capitals, landforms, world countries, latitude & longitude, geographic 

themes, map use, climate, weather, time zones, charts and graphs).  Various international athletic 

activities, food, holidays, languages, economics, architecture, music, art will be discussed throughout.  

Students will utilize their critical thinking skills, the internet, Google Earth, Kahoot, Geo Tracking, 

Doulingo, Memrise, Virtual Tours articles, news related current event shows to create STEM based 

projects, and participate in Skype/podcasts sessions.  Various projects and debates are also a component 

of the elective course. 

 

Jazz Band 7 & 8 

Students enrolled in this graded course meet daily in a full jazz band setting. Membership is open to all 

students who play alto saxophone, tenor saxophone, bari saxophone, trumpet, and trombone and who 

successfully completed a band class in the previous year. Membership is open to pianists, drummers, 

guitarists, and bassists who successfully pass the audition at the end of the previous school year. This 

course will cover many types of jazz (swing, blues, Latin jazz, jazz rock) and also introduce the 

students to improvisation. This group will perform at the winter concert in December and the spring 

concert in May. (Students who play concert band instruments will also be expected to participate in the 

concert band portion of the concert). Additional jazz band performances will most likely be scheduled 

throughout the year. 

 

InnovatED 7 

This is a hands-on, project-oriented course for students.  The course is designed to address national 

educational standards in Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, and Mathematics.  The goal, as a team, 

is to open one’s mind and gain knowledge in STEAM related fields, as well as develop one’s skills 

needed for success in the 21st Century.  All students will actively engage in solving real-world 

problems by using prior knowledge, scientific inquiry, content knowledge, and technological design.  

Creativity, teamwork, communication, and critical thinking are essential components of the course. 

 

Recycle It!  7/8 

This semester pass/fail course has been designed to provide students with an understanding of how 

artist today are inspired to use recycled materials to create art and help the environment.  This is not a 

craft class.  Students will be challenged to investigate, hypothesize and formulate different ways 

recycled materials can be used to make true works or art.  Initially, they will make observations 

watching videos, and researching artists who are currently making art from recycled materials.  

Students will formulate a variety of design concepts within their sketchbook.   

 NOTE:  Sketchbooks will be utilized for recording all aspects of the class such as notetaking, 

brainstorming, compare and contrast, design development, instructions, self-evaluations, etc., that they 

will hypothesize its success as a work of art.  Students will learn how to correlate the elements and 

principles of design into their discussions about recycled artwork and will use these skills for the 

implementation of developing their own/group projects.  Students will then follow their directed ideas 

that they will critique, analyze and then use to design a group/individual work of art.  One example of 

this is to create a sculpture using plastic bottles.  The possibilities with tis one recycled medium are 

endless.  Students may make something purely artistic, like a bottle sculpture, to something utilitarian 

like a green house.  The possibilities are truly endless. 

 



 

 

Technology Education 7 

During this course, students will identify the environmental, societal and economic impacts of the three 

types of technology.  They too, will evaluate the effectiveness of a graphic object design and 

differentiate among the different types of construction applications.  Mechanical drawing/CADD, 

sketching, measurement (to the nearest 1/16 inch) and basic three dimensional objects are integral 

components of the course.  Students will utilize various power tools during this course while working 

towards the completion of assigned projects. Safety practices are reviewed and enforced throughout 

the course. 
 

Theatre Technology, Design, and Production 7/8 
The semester pass/fail course is a STEAM based exploration of the duties of stage technicians and their 

contribution to the total aesthetic effect of a dramatic production. Students will focus on developing the 

basic tools and procedures for creating elements of technical theatre, to include: stage elements, set 

design and construction, lighting design, costumes and makeup, sound engineering, and stage 

management. 

 

Visual Arts 7  

Visual Arts 7 is based on the development of the understanding and application of the elements and 

principles of design as they apply to everyday experiences.  Emphasis is also placed on mastering basic 

skills, which will contribute to developing abilities in other subjects, in choice of careers, and in the 

application of the arts in adult life. 

 

Wellness 7 

This year long course promotes the development and maintenance of student related fitness by 

engaging in a variety of physical activities to include cardiovascular and weight training..  Students will 

also be provided instruction, one day per week, with the concepts of nutrition and maintaining a healthy 

lifestyle.  The course is not designed to develop specific athletic skills.  

 

Library 

The junior high library follows a flexible schedule. Free periods are allotted for students to select 

reading materials, which are selected by the librarian to foster a love of reading and support the school-

wide Accelerated Reader program. Classes come to the library sporadically throughout the school year 

for instruction on topics involving library science and to research skills.  Projects represent 

collaborative efforts between the subject teacher and the library teacher and meet PA Academic 

Standards within each subject’s curriculum. 

Instructional objectives for each grade level are as follows: 

 Use reliable electronic resources to summarize information about a Civil rights event to create 

a video featuring primary source photographs from the event (Language Arts Collaboration). 

 Use print and reliable electronic resources to gather information about life in Ancient Greece, 

which will be used to take on the role of a Greek citizen for Greek Day (Social Studies 

Collaboration). 

 Debate the personal attributes of Julius Caesar and Alexander the Great by using reliable print 

and electronic resources to gather evidence (Social Studies and Gifted Education 

Collaboration).  

 


